
Features  
and Benefits

Most realistic stone veneer 
product on the market

Easy installation—up to  
10X faster when compared  
to the competition

Moisture impermeable 
compared to competitors’ 
products, which can hold 
moisture against the structure

Extremely durable, reducing 
breakage during shipping  
and installation

No heavy duty staging or 
scaffolding required

No need for engineered  
tie-backs, grade beams,  
or stone ledges

Installs structurally under  
vinyl siding guidelines

The next evolution in decorative stone is here.  
Evolve Stone® is the most innovative stone siding product 
to date, surpassing its predecessors in value, ease, and 
accessibility. Formulated from patented Evolve Material,  
it is the very first stone cladding that can be face nailed in 
the same fashion as traditional siding, reducing installation 
time dramatically. Like real stone, this proprietary material 
holds its color throughout, so it can be cut to fit on-site 
while maintaining the highest appearance standards. 

Evolve Stone is a creation of Evolve Manufacturing, whose 
clients include Cabela’s, Sea World, Royal Caribbean, and 
the Discovery Channel, among many others. Their inventive, 
unconventional approach, cutting-edge technology, and 
decades of precision craftsmanship have made them the 
premier designer of rock structure environments in the world.
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The Future 
of Stone



Visit evolvestone.com or call +1 (703) 646-8090 to learn more. 
 Fax: +1 (800) 390-6309   |   info@evolvestone.com

Installation  
Advantages

Installs up to 10X faster  
than the competition 

No lath, mortar, or  
hardware needed

No specialized labor  
training required

Engineered shapes and 
patterns—no need to lay out 
stones before installing

Installs with standard tools

Installs without heavy 
scaffolding or staging, thanks 
to lightweight composition

No structural considerations 
needed to install

No weather or temperature-
related installation restrictions

Technical  
Specifications

Patented material  
and process

UV resistant

Infused color throughout

Performs extremely well 
under wind loading

No effects when exposed  
to salt spray during testing

No effects when exposed  
to freeze/thaw cycles 
during testing

Moisture impermeable—
will not hold moisture 
against structure

ICC-ES listed, ESR3970 for 
Non-Rated and ESL1247 
for Fire-Rated
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Visit our videos page to see how easy 
it is to nail it with Evolve Stone:
evolvestone.com/videos

I N F U S E D  C O L O R 
T H R O U G H O U T

Q U I C K  I N S T A L LM O I S T U R E  
I M P E R M E A B L E

with Evolve Stone
Nail It


